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Abstract
The aim of this presentation is to demonstrate the
solution for heating the pools’ water in the aqua park
at the sport centre Boris Trajkovski in Skopje.
At the beginning a brief introduction of the aqua park
will be presented.
Firstly, the main mechanical project for
pools’ water will be presented.
Secondly, possible,
presented.

suggested

heating the

solution

will

be

Lastly, the final and finished solution
will be
presented - duration of two years working experience.

Sport centre Boris Trajkovski, Skopje

The sport centre Boris Trajkovski was built in 2008.
As a part of the sport centre there is a sport hall with a
capacity to hold 7,000 spectators, a closed pool, a hockey
arena, and several smaller halls.
At the end of 2012 the construction of the Aqua park began
on an area of 12.000 m2. The aqua park was opened on
26th of July 2013.

Sport centre Boris Trajkovski, Skopje – Aqua park

The aqua park has six different pools. Each pool has its
own machine room in addition to one central machine
room.
According to the main project, the heating of the pools’
water was envisioned to be with six air cooled heat pumps,
one for each pool.

Aqua Park – Main project description
Required heating energy for each pool is as following:

1. Lazy river – required heating capacity 250[KW], with
electrical power needed for the chosen heat pump 48,5[KW]
2. Wave pool – required heating capacity 175[KW], with
electrical power needed for the chosen heat pump 47,5[KW]
3. Kids pool – required heating capacity 24,5[KW], with
electrical power needed for the chosen heat pump 5,2[KW]
4. Boomerang – required heating capacity 50[KW], with
electrical power needed for the chosen heat pump 10,5[KW]
5. Space ball – required heating capacity 50[KW], with
electrical power needed for the chosen heat pump 10,5[KW]
6. Spiral slide – required heating capacity 24,5[KW], with
electrical power needed for the chosen heat pump 5,2[KW]
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Total amount of required heating energy is
574[KW], with electrical power 127,4[KW].
Having adequate ‘physical space’ in order to
accommodate the pumps is mandatory as
every pool should have its own air cooled
heat pump - a total of six pumps.
The Aqua Park will work only during the
summer months. As such, the technical
equipment will also be in use during the
same period.
The budget for this installation was 162.000
euros

Other solutions for the problem
The Investor was not satisfied with the solution offered
for the main project and started looking for another
solution.
The second suggested solution was to heat the water
with electrical boilers.
The company that suggested this solution offered to
install electrical boilers with total electrical capacity of 500
[KW].
Although this solution offered the lowest budget, there
were many disadvantages to this solution.
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Although this is not an expensive solution for
installation, it will be a very expensive solution
during the working period
This solution does not comply with the world
policy for energy conservation
This solution does not require much space for
installation
The main problem of this solution was that a
new electrical sub-station was required since the
existing electrical sub-stations for the sport
complex were not designed with the capability for
the new consumption

Aqua Park – Final solution
A final solution was
reached
when
the
company that is was
doing the maintenance of
the air cooled water
chillers used for air
conditioning of the sport
complex Boris Trajkovski
became involved.
The main question was:
Can we use the existing air cooled water chillers for
heating the pools’ water ?

Description of the HVAC equipment of the sport
complex

For air conditioning of the sport complex four air cooled
water chiller (cooling only) with capacity of 920 KW cooling
power are used.
The chillers are with two refrigerant circuits one with 500
[KW] cooling power and the other with 420 [KW].

They are located around 200 meters from the location
of the main machine room of the aqua park.
One of the chillers is working constantly in order to
maintain the offices, shops and small halls of the
complex.

The chillers are produced by YORK and unfortunately are
for cooling only.
The refrigerant of the chillers is R134a.

The concept of the solution
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Modifying one of the chillers by inserting a water cooled
condenser. We suggested that one chiller will be the
leading-main chiller used for air conditioning of the
centre.
Modification of one of the refrigerant circuits which
should be the leading-main one during the chiller
operation (we chose the smaller one with capacity of
420[KW].
The location of the chillers is between the sport hall and
the closed pool. Heating of the water in the closed pool
during the summer is with 200 solar panels and during
this period there is extra energy accumulated. We decide
to use this energy too since we were involved in this
project to in 2010.
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Heating energy was provided.
The following step was to dig a channel for connecting
the heating energy providers to the main machine room.
This was not a problem since this was to be performed on
the area of the sport complex.

The following step was to distribute the heat energy
from the central machine room to each, separate machine
room of the pools.
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We calculated and decided to collect the heat energy
in one buffer tank with capacity of 3 [m3].
In each individual machine room we decided to put
plate heat exchanger (with capacity according to the
main project).
Channels for pipe connection should be performed.
This was not a problem since the construction works
were still not completed.

The realization of the solution
This concept for a solution was accepted by the investor.
Since it was middle of March and the opening of the aqua
park was planned for July it was time for action.
We had done the calculation (sizing of the pipeline,
pump selection, selection of the condenser and plate heat
exchangers) and started realization of the project.

During this process we decided to gave
selves one more task.
Finding a solution for using
[liter/second] ground source water from
boreholes of the aqua park for heating
closed pool or the administrative part of
sport centre during the winter !!!
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This was very important since we wanted to use the
machine during the whole year, and not just during the
summer months.
The calculation showed that this will be a cheaper
solution for heating than the existing one. The existing
heating of the sport centre is with central heating charged
on calorimeter.
The boreholes were already made; they should provide
water for the pools of the aqua park. During the winter
period they were inactive.
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The solution was found. Only one new borehole
should be made in order to return the used water to the
ground (open loop ground source heat pump solution).

Special attention was given to the selection of the water
cooled condensers in order to maintain the proper working
condition on the refrigerant’s side.

This is the model of
the compressor that is in
the refrigerant circuit.
This is a semi hermetic
screw compressor.
The compressor has
variable speed drive and
capacity control from 10%
to 100% .

The modification of the
refrigerant’s side of the
water chiller was made
with two high efficient
water cooled condenserseach with a capacity of
208[KW].

This is the main machine room. Since we had a
problem to insert one big buffer tank, we inserted two
smaller ones - 2 m3 (one is the supply water and the
other is the return water.

This line is used during the
winter when the chiller is used
for heating of the closed pool
and the administrative offices
of the centre.

Change of the mode from
summer to winter is
made by a set of valves
on the water side.

This picture is of the machine room for the wave
pool. Plate heat exchangers are placed in every machine
room of all six pools.

Summary
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Using the waste heat of the existing chiller. With this
solution the heating of the pools’ water was solved
with 16,8 [KW] electrical power. This is the power
required for the circulation of the seven pumps. The
chiller was already used for cooling the sport centre.
The modified chiller is working not just during the
summer but also during the winter months. According
to the information of the sport centre, the cost for
heating the closed pool and the administrative offices
in year 2013/2014 are lower by 18% than the year
2012/2013.
The total budget for this solution was 86.713 euros
- 20. 918 euros for modifying the existing chiller
- 32.768 euros for mechanical installations
- 33.027 euros for additional construction works

Conclusion
Although the main aim at the onset of this project
was to look for a solution for heating the water of the
pools in the aqua park, the main benefit of the project
was finding a solution for heating the water of the
closed pool during the winter period.
Using the modified chiller as a heat pump for heating
the water of the pool enabled a lower coast for heating
the water of the pools, especially for the closed pool
during the winter.
Using a heat pump for heating the pools’ water is energy
efficient and it lowers the cost for heating.
In centres like this one, special focus should be
placed on using the heat recovery option during the
summer period, since such centres have also a need for
sanitary water..
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